Host and parasite thermal ecology jointly determine the effect of climate warming on epidemic dynamics
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Host–parasite systems have intricately coupled life cycles, but each interactor can respond differently to changes in environmental variables like temperature. Although vital to predicting how parasitism will respond to climate change, thermal responses of both host and parasite in key traits affecting infection dynamics have rarely been quantified. Through temperature-controlled experiments on an ectothermic host–parasite system, we demonstrate an offset in the thermal optima for survival of infected and uninfected hosts and parasite production. We combine experimentally derived thermal performance curves with field data on seasonal host abundance and parasite prevalence to parameterize an epidemiological model and forecast the dynamical responses to plausible future climate-warming scenarios. In warming scenarios within the coastal southeastern United States, the model predicts sharp declines in parasite prevalence, with local parasite extinction occurring with as little as 2 °C warming. The northern portion of the parasite’s current range could experience local increases in transmission, but assuming no thermal adaptation of the parasite, we find no evidence that the parasite will expand its range northward under warming. This work exemplifies that some host populations may experience reduced parasitism in a warming world and highlights the need to measure host and parasite thermal performance to predict infection responses to climate change.

Ectothermic host–parasite interactions provide tractable systems to evaluate temperature effects on species interactions. Ectotherms are dependent on external sources of heat, and environmental temperature is one of the most important factors affecting their performance, with many physiological and behavioral attributes sensitive to temperature (11, 12). Differences in thermal performance optima and thresholds of physiological responses between host and parasite could lead to altered outcomes of their interactions as thermal regimes shift. In particular, parasites could place physiological demands on their hosts that alter host thermal performance relative to uninfected individuals, which could impact how key transmission processes respond to increased temperature. Empirical evidence to explore temperature effects on hosts and parasites is crucially needed to predict population dynamic responses to warming (7, 8).

We test the prediction that parasite and host traits have different thermal performance curves and quantitatively evaluate how differences in thermal performance affect predictions of climate warming on disease dynamics. We focus on an ectothermic host–parasite system that exhibits pronounced seasonal variation in infection prevalence (13) and whose biogeographic distribution and activity of ectothermic vectors of human pathogens (14). *Eurypanopeus depressus* is an abundant oyster reef-dwelling crab that is infected with a nonnative rhizocephalan parasite, *Loxothylacus panopaei*. As an ectotherm, *E. depressus* body temperature can be expected to conform to the surrounding water temperature. Parasites are transmitted via production of a short-lived free-living stage that recruits to uninfected hosts (detailed lifecycle in SI Appendix, Materials and Methods and Fig. S1). There are two distinct stages of *L. panopaei* infection: exposed

Individuals respond physiologically to environmental change, and these responses can profoundly influence population dynamics and species interactions (1). Quantifying sensitivity to the environment in traits of hosts and their parasites is particularly important because it may alter the spread and transmission of infectious diseases, including those of public health concern. Warming in temperate regions is predicted to increase the distribution and activity of ectothermic vectors of human pathogens, which, coupled with an increase in vector and parasite development rates, might result in higher transmission potential (2, 3). Alternatively, for regions where high temperatures cause vectors to suffer higher mortality rates (4), warming could reduce transmission potential (5). Further, recent niche modeling suggests that climate change could lead many parasite species to extinction (6). A mechanistic understanding of how environmental change will influence hosts and their parasites is vital for predicting infection outcomes (7, 8).

To evaluate temperature effects on species interactions requires integrating across multiple organismal responses (4). Temperature can differentially influence parasite and host performance processes, such as reproduction and survival, complicating predictions of the net effect of warming on species interactions (9). For example, greater parasite reproduction with temperature may not change parasite dynamics if increased temperature also enhances parasite-induced mortality within the host (10). Empirical data are limited, even in human disease systems, with physiological response estimates often combined from multiple species, or from spatially distinct regions (2, 4). A comprehensive analysis of the effects of temperature on multiple stages of infection within a single host–parasite system has not yet been accomplished.

Significance

Experiments and modeling demonstrate that vital rates of a host and parasite respond differently to temperature, with local parasite extinction in the coastal southeastern United States predicted under climate warming. Quantifying and comparing thermal performance curves for multiple host and parasite traits can help identify locations and temperature regimes in which parasitism could decrease or increase under future warming, depending on the temperature difference between host and parasite performance optima. We suggest that such comparative work might resolve conflicting predictions of whether hosts or parasites have the upper hand in a warming world.
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A model schematic for *L. panopaei* transmission in *E. depressus*. Susceptible hosts, $S$, are recruited at a constant weekly rate, $\Delta$, during the recruitment period (of duration, $d$, and timing, $p$; details in SI Appendix, Materials and Methods) and die at per capita rate $\mu_s (= 1/\text{expected lifespan})$. Susceptible hosts become parasitized at per capita rate $\beta SI$, where the transmission rate, $\beta$, is an agglomerate parameter assumed proportional to larval parasite production, $P(T)$ (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods), and $I$ is the number of infectious hosts with the reproductively mature parasite stage. Exposed hosts, $E$, are infected with reproductively immature parasites that develop at rate $\tau$. Exposed and infectious hosts have respective mortality rates $\mu_E$ and $\mu_I$. Model parameters labeled in color are temperature-dependent and are parameterized based on thermal performance curves fit to experimental measurements of (B) parasite reproduction (lifetime reproduction, lxmx) and host survival for each infection status: (C) susceptible, (D) exposed, and (E) infected (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods). (F) Thermal performance range (lines) and optima (points) for susceptible, exposed, and infected survival and parasite reproduction calculated from controlled laboratory experiments (B–E).

**Fig. 1.** (A) A model schematic for *L. panopaei* transmission in *E. depressus*. Susceptible hosts, $S$, are recruited at a constant weekly rate, $\Delta$, during the recruitment period (of duration, $d$, and timing, $p$; details in SI Appendix, Materials and Methods) and die at per capita rate $\mu_s (= 1/\text{expected lifespan})$. Susceptible hosts become parasitized at per capita rate $\beta SI$, where the transmission rate, $\beta$, is an agglomerate parameter assumed proportional to larval parasite production, $P(T)$ (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods), and $I$ is the number of infectious hosts with the reproductively mature parasite stage. Exposed hosts, $E$, are infected with reproductively immature parasites that develop at rate $\tau$. Exposed and infectious hosts have respective mortality rates $\mu_E$ and $\mu_I$. Model parameters labeled in color are temperature-dependent and are parameterized based on thermal performance curves fit to experimental measurements of (B) parasite reproduction (lifetime reproduction, lxmx) and host survival for each infection status: (C) susceptible, (D) exposed, and (E) infected (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods). (F) Thermal performance range (lines) and optima (points) for susceptible, exposed, and infected survival and parasite reproduction calculated from controlled laboratory experiments (B–E).
hosts, which are infected with nonreproductive parasite stages that develop internally, and infected hosts, in which the parasite is reproductive and releasing infective stages (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 E and H, respectively). In Savannah, Georgia, toward the southern end of the host’s and parasite’s range (SI Appendix, Fig. S16), we conducted laboratory experiments in which we subjected uninfected hosts (susceptible) and the two stages of parasite-infected hosts (exposed and infected) to temperature treatments encompassing the annual temperature range of coastal Georgia (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods). These were used to parameterize thermal performance curves for expected host lifespan by infection status and parasite production, yielding estimates of the thermal optima (T\textopt) and the thermal range (thermal minimum = \text{Tmin}; thermal maximum = \text{Tmax}) for which the trait exceeded zero. Survival of susceptible hosts was nonlinearly related to temperature, with T\textmin = 3.14 °C, T\textmax = 34.80 °C, and T\textopt = 18.26 °C (Fig. 1 C and F and SI Appendix, Table S2). Parasitized hosts had a substantially lower T\textopt for survival, whether the parasite was actively reproductive or not (infected T\textopt = 8.83 °C and exposed T\textopt = 10.24 °C; Fig. 1 D–F and SI Appendix, Table S2). Hosts with active parasite reproduction (infected) had a lower lethal maximum temperature than uninfected crabs (T\textmax = 32.10 °C; Fig. 1 E and F). Parasite reproduction was optimized at temperatures closer to the optimal survival temperature of uninfected than infected hosts (T\textmax = 15.90 °C) and had a more restricted thermal range (T\textmin = 9.88 °C and T\textmax = 30.75 °C; Fig. 1 B and F and SI Appendix, Table S2). Together, the parasitized hosts had optimal performance at lower temperatures than that of the uninfected hosts. The offset in T\textopt of 8–10 °C between uninfected and infected host survival reveals that parasite infection can drive a sizable change in host thermal performance, thus causing a mismatch in the thermal performance optima and breadth of the vital rates of parasite versus host (Fig. 1).

We investigated the ecological consequences of seasonal mismatch in thermal performance for host and parasite by developing a compartmental model of host infection (15), where parasite transmission and host survival are temperature-dependent (Fig. 1). The model describes local disease dynamics in an E. depressus population on an oyster reef within an estuary and therefore assumes open host recruitment and closed parasite recruitment (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods and ref. 16). Thermal performance curves (Fig. 1) were used to parameterize how host mortality and parasite production depended on weekly mean temperatures. To describe the thermal environment of the host and parasite we calculated mean weekly temperatures from a mooring that is part of the Georgia Coastal Ecosystems Long-Term Ecological Research program (GCE-LTER) that measured temperature at a depth of ~1 m, the approximate depth of water found over an oyster reef in Georgia (17–21), and thus the thermal environment experienced by E. depressus and L. panopaei.

Temperature is also likely to influence the performance of free-living larval stages of the host and parasite (i.e., decrease survivability and alter infectivity), as well as the internal development rate of parasites within hosts; however, we did not measure larval performance in our experiment, and a lack of published estimates on how rhizocephalan larvae respond to temperature means that we have no information on thermal performance of these stages in our system. Consequently, we assumed that the parasite development rate (\(\tau\)), life span (1/\(\mu_u\)), infectivity (\(\lambda_i\)), and the weekly host recruitment rate (\(\Delta\)), together with its seasonal duration (\(d\)) and timing (\(p\)), were constant. This means that infective dynamics are likely to be even more sensitive to temperature than our model predicts. In particular, our model likely overestimates the true temperature range for which transmission is possible, making our results conservative. The weekly host recruitment rate was estimated from the literature (22), and the remaining four parameters (\(d\), \(p\), \(b\), and \(\tau\)) were chosen to give good quantitative agreement between model output and field data on seasonal host infection prevalence and subject to extensive sensitivity analyses (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods).

The model dynamics rapidly converge on an annually repeating seasonal cycle of infection prevalence (SI Appendix, Fig. S10), characterized by an increase in the winter and early spring and followed by a decrease in late spring and early summer (Fig. 24). Peak prevalence is coincident with decreasing susceptible and exposed populations and rising infected populations (Fig. 2). The decrease in prevalence in the summer is driven by a combination of decreased parasite transmission (SI Appendix, Fig. S6C) and greater infected host mortality (SI Appendix, Fig. S6E) with the seasonal increase in temperature (SI Appendix, Fig. S6D). The maintenance of low infection prevalence over several months in the fall is due in large part to an influx of new host recruits to the susceptible class (Fig. 2). Qualitatively, our fitted model is able to recapture the seasonal pattern of field measurements of infection prevalence that increase in the spring and decrease sharply in the early summer, correlated with temperatures reaching above 25 °C (13). Since the parasite is castrating, we ran a variant of the model where the decoupled, external recruitment of hosts was instead reduced proportional to infection prevalence, assuming that all reefs within an estuary experience similar epidemics (SI Appendix, Table S2).
Materials and Methods). This resulted in lower host abundance and infection prevalence, but no difference in the seasonal pattern of infection (SI Appendix, Fig. S12).

To evaluate how robust the prediction of seasonality in prevalence was to the choice of the four parameters fit to the field prevalence data (duration and timing of host recruitment, parasite development rate, and colonization probability), we conducted both qualitative and quantitative sensitivity analyses (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods). Independently varying and covarying the fitted parameters over biologically plausible ranges maintained the qualitative pattern of a single peak in prevalence in the spring or summer (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Figs. S7 and S8). Peak and mean prevalence, but not minimum prevalence, increased with parasite colonization probability (b; SI Appendix, Fig. S9B) and only weakly depended on the seasonal pattern of host recruitment, p and d (SI Appendix, Fig. S9D) and parasite development rate, τ (SI Appendix, Fig. S8F). The timing of the seasonal peak in prevalence was most strongly influenced by the combination of timing and duration of host recruitment (SI Appendix, Fig. S8B). We quantified the relative sensitivity of peak prevalence to these parameters by independently varying them around their fitted values and recording the range over which the timing and magnitude of peak prevalence remained close to those of the best-fit model (i.e., within ±20% peak prevalence and timing of peak prevalence between weeks 17 and 25). Peak prevalence and its timing were relatively insensitive to variations in the timing of host recruitment (from −66 to +130% of its fitted value) and parasite colonization (from −50 to +140%) and somewhat more sensitive to variations in the duration of recruitment (from −25 to +30%) and parasite development rate (from −16 to +4%; SI Appendix, Table S4). Together, these sensitivity analyses support our assumption that our experimentally measured thermal performance traits drive the observed seasonal patterns in infection prevalence and therefore that relaxing our simplifying assumptions of temperature-independent host recruitment, parasite internal development, and colonization would be unlikely to change the qualitative patterns in model output.

To evaluate potential effects of climate change on host–parasite interactions in ectothermic hosts within coastal Georgia, we ran the model for two scenarios where the seasonal GCE ambient temperature was raised by a fixed amount of +1 and +2 °C (23). After initial transient dynamics, the model settled into an annually repeating cycle. Seasonal peaks in parasite prevalence within an oyster reef persisted with reduced amplitude under the ambient +1 °C warming scenario, but the parasite was locally extirpated at ambient +2 °C (Fig. 3C). Mechanistically, parasite extirpation is driven by a warming-induced increase in infected host mortality.

Fig. 3. (A) Temperatures used to drive seasonality in the host–parasite model, with the mean weekly water temperature from the GCE-LTER mooring averaged weekly from 2011 to 2014 (ambient; peach) and two warming scenarios, ambient +1 °C (orange) and ambient +2 °C (red). (B) Ambient temperature (peach) and temperature increase based on actual measured historical temperature change in the southeast from 1970 to 2008 (24), with the measured increase of ambient +0.89 °C applied uniformly throughout the year (pink) and with a more realistic increase that averaged +0.89 °C but varied across seasons; winter = ambient +1.5 °C, spring = ambient +0.67 °C, summer = ambient −0.89 °C, and fall = ambient +0.61 °C (ambient + Seas °C, where Seas indicates seasonal intraannual temperature variation applied; purple). (C–F) Model outputs across all temperature scenarios for infection prevalence (C and D) and total host abundance (E and F).
(SI Appendix, Fig. S6E) and concomitant decrease in parasite transmission (SI Appendix, Fig. S6C). If parasite castration limits local host recruitment, warming is more likely to lead to parasite extirpation (i.e., parasite extinction occurred after 1 °C warming, SI Appendix, Materials and Methods and Fig. S12). Combining temperature-dependent traits and seasonal host abundance into an expression for the weekly effective reproductive number of the parasite (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods) revealed that parasite invasion potential peaks in late fall and winter following the fall host recruitment pulse and drops below the threshold value of one in the summer months (SI Appendix, Fig. S14). To synthesize the combined effects of temperature on parasite transmission potential independent of seasonal host recruitment, we derived an expression for the temperature-dependent components of the parasite basic reproductive number, \( R_0 \) (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods and Eq. S19). This expression shows a similar right-skewed response to temperature as do the measured experimental parameters (exposed and infected host survival and parasite production; Fig. 1 B, D, and E and SI Appendix, Fig. S13).

In the southeastern United States, the increase in temperature as a result of climate change is more pronounced in winter months (24), and this uneven seasonal increase is expected to persist into the future (23). Thus, to explore the effects of a more realistic, seasonally varying temperature change, we applied the actual historical change in temperature in the southeast from 1970 to 2008 (24). We used the change over this time period as the expected temperature increase going forward and modeled the effects of this empirically measured, seasonally variable temperature change (winter = ambient +1.5 °C; spring = ambient +0.67 °C; summer = ambient +0.89 °C; and fall = ambient +0.61 °C; Fig. 3B), as well as the mean annual temperature change applied uniformly across the year (ambient +0.89 °C; Fig. 3B) over the same time period on host–parasite dynamics (24). The seasonally dependent temperature-change model predicted slightly higher maximum infection prevalence (33.7%) than the mean temperature-change model (31.4%). However, maximum prevalence in both warming scenarios under ambient temperature day (ambient) temperatures (Fig. 3D). The slightly higher infection prevalence predicted by the seasonally dependent temperature change is likely driven by the winter increase in temperature. During the winter months, ambient temperatures can be below the reproduction thermal optima of the parasite, so that an increase in temperature in winter has a positive effect on parasite reproduction (SI Appendix, Fig. S6D).

To investigate the effect of current and future temperatures on parasite dynamics and persistence in the coastal southeastern United States, we repeated our analyses using temperature data from sites ∼150 km to the north (Ace Basin, South Carolina) and south (St. Augustine, Florida) of our study site (Table S5; data from the National Estuarine Research Reserve System, edmo.baruch.sc.edu). At all sites, the model predicts that infection prevalence will decline under both 1 °C and 2 °C warming scenarios (Fig. 4). At the southern site, current and future warming prevalence was always lower than in Georgia, with parasite extinction occurring with 2 °C warming, suggesting that climate warming threatens the parasite throughout the southern edge of its range. However, at the South Carolina site, current infection prevalence was higher, and simulated temperature increases resulted in less dramatic prevalence declines than in Georgia; notably, the parasite persisted under the 2 °C warming scenario. Our model results corroborate regional-scale observations that suggest that the parasite is thermally limited at its southern range edge (14).

Because crabs at more distant locales may experience different abiotic conditions (e.g., salinity; ref. 25) or biotic conditions (e.g., predation rates; ref. 26) that could influence seasonal recruitment patterns and local thermal performance relative to those experienced in Georgia, we restricted full-model predictions to the southern part of the parasite’s current range. However, the parasite has recently expanded its northern range to Long Island Sound, New York, in part due to human-mediated dispersal (27). Furthermore, the sharp increase in the temperature-dependent \( R_0 \) curve above the lower thermal limit for parasite reproduction (SI Appendix, Fig. S13) suggests high sensitivity to increases in minimum temperatures and thus potential for cool-season parasite transmission to increase under warming at more northerly latitudes.

To explore whether warming might result in local increases in parasite transmission and northward expansion of the parasite’s current range, we selected five sites spanning the host’s range along the Atlantic coast, including one site north of the parasite’s current known range, and investigated how 1 and 2 °C increases to current mean weekly temperatures would change the number of weeks conducive to parasite transmission (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods). At the current northern range edge we found no evidence that warming will drive a northern range expansion because mean winter temperatures remain too low to support parasite reproduction, and the number of weeks above optimal transmission temperatures in summer increases (SI Appendix, Fig. S16). However, at latitudes between 34 and 40°, we found that increases in cool season temperatures result in a net increase in the number of weeks conducive to transmission (SI Appendix, Fig. S16). Together, these suggest that warming could result in a net range contraction, primarily due to extirpation in the south, but that local increases in transmission could occur in the northern part of the current range. We stress, however, that these predictions assume no local thermal adaptation by the host or parasite, and thus recommend additional efforts to quantify host and parasite thermal performance in the northern portion of the range to more accurately predict how seasonal prevalence patterns will change under warming.

This work highlights the consequences of mismatches in host and parasite thermal performance for parasite persistence. Our experiments reveal that parasite infection influences host thermal performance by disproportionately reducing infected host survival at higher temperatures (Fig. 1E). The ensuing difference in the temperatures that optimize uninfected and infected host survival results in decreased infection prevalence and even local parasite extirpation under projected warming in the coastal southeastern United States (Fig. 3C). While physiological theory predicts that many traits should increase gradually with temperature to the thermal optimum and then decrease rapidly (i.e., they are left-skewed; refs. 28 and 29), we find evidence of the opposite pattern for parasite production and infected host survival (Fig. 1 B, D, and E). Right skews in thermal performance have been shown in individual ectothermic organisms (30), but have rarely been investigated in host–parasite pairs. For parasites that can reproduce facultatively off of their hosts (e.g., Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis), it has been suggested that a
right-skewed performance curve can result when parasite off-host growth outperforms host growth at temperatures lower than host and parasite thermal optima (31). However, because many parasites, including L. panopaei, obligately require their hosts to grow and reproduce, this mechanism cannot explain right skews for all systems. In our system, uninfected host survival was optimized at a temperature close to that which optimizes parasite reproduction, whereas infected host survival was optimized just below the parasite reproductive thermal minimum (Fig. 1F). This suggests that costs associated with the onset of parasite reproduction could be driving the decrease in infected host survival at temperatures close to those that optimize uninfected host survival.

Our study suggests that predicting more generally how host-parasite systems will respond to climate warming may depend crucially on both host and parasite thermal performance and differences in host performance driven by parasite infection. Temperature is known to influence pathogen-infected host performance in terrestrial plants and insects (32, 33) and may also influence endothermic host behavior in ways that alter their exposure risk to pathogens (34, 35). Because host abundance and infectious period are key components of pathogen fitness, as summarized by the parasite basic reproductive number, $R_0$ (SI Appendix, Eq. 1B), omitting temperature dependence in associated uninfected and infected host traits could lead to incorrect predictions about the magnitude and direction of changes in infection prevalence under warming.

Inclusion of nonlinear effects of temperature on parasites, as was done in this study, will likely increase the accuracy of predictions of host–parasite interactions at higher temperatures (4) and will be particularly important in light of the fact that temperature changes have not been equal between seasons and are not expected to be equal in the future (24). Indeed, our model results can be used to evaluate the potential effects of increased variability in temperature extremes and suggests that warmer winters could ameliorate the negative effects of climate change on this parasite, but that warmer summer temperatures could do the opposite (Fig. 3D).

In sum, this work reveals a thermal offset in performance between uninfected and infected hosts that leads to the prediction of local declines or even local extirpation of the parasite under modest climate-warming scenarios. In addition, the same framework highlights areas within the parasite’s range where temperature change could increase infection. We propose that the extent of offset between host and parasite performance in response to temperature or other environmental gradients could be an important general predictor for how host–parasite pairs will respond to future environmental change and could help explain the variability in host–parasite responses to warming that has created the wealth of debate on the topic.
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A. Study System

_Eurypanopeus depressus_ is an abundant oyster reef-dwelling crab occurring from the Gulf of Mexico to Massachusetts Bay. Temperature varies considerably across this range, and within individual sites seasonally. Refuge within the oyster reef ameliorates desiccation stress and protects _E. depressus_ from predation (1, 2). Although there is a great range of oyster reef size and shape, the average reef found near Savannah, GA is ~200m², and average density of _E. depressus_ is 120 adult m⁻² (4–20mm carapace width; 3).

The mean expected longevity of adult _E. depressus_ (from their first larval release) is 2.2 years, with a maximum life span of 3.5 years (4). Female _E. depressus_ reproduction varies from south to north, with ovigerous females found year-round in south Florida (5), and between July and October in Delaware (6). _Eurypanopeus depressus_ has 4 zoeal stages and one megalopal stage (under laboratory conditions; 7), and larvae take approximately 40 days to develop into the first crab stage (8). Host larval behavior suggests that _E. depressus_ recruitment is retained within estuaries, with larvae migrating towards the surface during flood tide and towards the bottom at ebb tide (9, 10). Although recruitment is likely relatively closed between estuaries, crab larvae within an estuary are likely mixed, meaning a crab assemblage on a given oyster reef (the scale of our model) is likely experiencing open recruitment from crabs on other oyster reefs within the estuary.

_Loxothylacus panopaei_ is a castrating rhizocephalan barnacle parasite that infects the mud crab _E. depressus_, as well as several other mud crabs (13,33). _Loxothylacus panopaei_ is native to the Gulf of Mexico and introduced to the US Atlantic coast from Long Island, New York to Cape Canaveral, Florida. Genetic work suggests that there are three lineages of this parasite in its native range, and only the ER lineage is invasive along the US Atlantic coast (11). _Eurypanopeus depressus_ is infected by the ER lineage, which was first documented in North Carolina in 1983 and in Georgia and northeastern Florida in 2004/2005 (12, 13). The Harris mud crab _Rithropanopeus harrisi_ is also infected by the ER lineage, and could serve as a reservoir host for this parasite; however, it is generally found in lower salinities than are documented where this study took place (3). Although _L. panopaei_ is present within the Gulf of Mexico and in Northern Florida, it has not been reported in southeastern Florida, suggesting that the higher temperatures in southeastern Florida may represent poor conditions for the parasite and be limiting spread (11). At a local level, there is evidence that temperature may drive seasonal patterns in parasite infection, with infection prevalence increasing in the spring, followed by a marked decrease in infection prevalence mid-summer, correlated with temperatures reaching above 25°C (14). Together these observations suggest that temperature may be driving changes _L. panopaei_ infection prevalence.

Rhizocephalans have direct transmission, and the adult parasite resides within its crab host and produces larvae, lending itself for quantification of reproductive output. _Loxothylacus panopaei_ larvae are planktonic and lecithotrophic (non-feeding), take 2-5 days to become infectious and can be male or female (Fig. S1 A, B, C and F; 15, 16). The sexes have very different roles within the transmission cycle; female larvae find and infect susceptible hosts, form an internal infection (interna) and subsequently release a virgin externa (Fig. S1 C, D, and E; 17). Exposed hosts are infected, but non-reproductive and the time to release of the virgin
externa can take from 18-57 days (Fig. S1 D and E; 18). For the parasite to become reproductive, and thus infectious, a male larva must recruit to the virgin externa after which the ovary develops to reproductive maturity (Fig. S1 F and G; 19). The time between a male larva colonizing a virgin externa and the parasite reaching reproductive maturity can take from 18-22 days (Fig. S1 G and H; 18). Parasite reproductive output is dependent on host size, with negligible reproductive output in hosts smaller then 8mm carapace width (20), and infection is rarely found in crabs less then 6mm carapace width (3).

Figure S1. The simplified life-cycle of *Loxothylacus panpaei* adapted from (17). Dashed lines indicate migration and the solid lines indicate developmental changes. A mature externa on a *Eurypanopeus depressus* (A) releases free-living male and female nauplii (B). The female nauplii matures into a cyprid (C) which recruits to a susceptible host (D). Within the exposed host the female *L. panopaei* develops internal and external structures, releasing a virgin externa (E). The male nauplii matures into a cyprid (F) which recruits to a virgin externa (G) and upon internal fertilization the externa will then mature (H) and begin to produce parasite larvae (A). Barnacle larval stages (B, C, and F) are not drawn to scale; they are greatly enlarged for visibility.
B. Experimental

i. Seasonal Surveys: To evaluate parasite prevalence across seasons, we established 5 permanent monitoring sites along Romerly Marsh, Georgia (3, 21, 22). From 2010-2012, we placed a single 0.25 m² quadrat mid-reef on each reef. All oysters, dead shell and sediments to a depth of 10 cm were excavated from inside each quadrat. Samples were brought back to the lab, rinsed and sieved with a 1 mm mesh, and all infauna (i.e., invertebrates that live within the oyster reef) were placed in 10% formaldehyde for storage. All mud crabs were identified to species and examined for an externa. To constrain our estimate of infection probability to infectious individuals, we only counted *L. panopaei* infections that were developed to reproductive maturity (i.e., we did not count crabs with virgin externa or that were in the initial, internal-only stage of infection). From 2013-2014 oyster clumps were collected haphazardly by hand from near one of the five established reefs in Romerly Marsh, GA. Clumps were brought back to the lab, rinsed and sieved with a 1 mm mesh, and *E. depressus* were immediately removed and examined for externa.

ii. Lab experiment: To create thermal performance curves for multiple stages of parasite infection, we collected crabs from Romerly Marsh Creek, Savannah, GA (31°55'15.5"N 80°59'13.0"W) from 9 March to 23 April 2014. Because age of infection could affect parasite reproduction, we collected a single cohort of infected individuals to standardize infection age (i.e. we controlled time since externa release). Our own observations of this system suggested that in Georgia there is semi-synchronized release of virgin externa correlated with the seasonal increase in ambient water temperature above ~20°C (Fig. S2). To collect a cohort of approximately the same age *L. panopaei* infections and similar parasite reproductive potential, we isolated crabs not exhibiting external infections, controlling for host size (7.65-13.8mm in carapace width). We held crabs at ambient temperature, fed them frozen brine shrimp ad libitum and monitored for evidence of externa release. New infections, crabs exhibiting virgin externa, were first detected on 24 April 2014, and we began the exposed and infected class experiment (experiment A) on 13 May 2014; thus all infections were less than a month old at the start of the experiment (Fig. S2).

![Figure S2. The percentage of newly released externa (+/- SE) from initially visibly uninfected crabs (N.B., these infections ostensibly stem from crabs that were internally infected upon collection). Crabs were collected between 9 March and 26 Apr 2014 and held in the lab. The first detection of a new externa release was found on 24 Apr 2014, and we began experiment A on 13 May 2014.](image-url)
Spring is an ideal season to collect multiple stages of *L. panopaei* infection within their crab host. However, because internal infections have no visible externa it can be difficult to distinguish internal infections from uninfected crabs. Some life history traits can help to differentiate uninfected crabs. Specifically, *L. panopaei* causes complete sterilization, so if a female is ovigerous it is not currently infected (18, 19). In addition, *L. panopaei* feminizes its host, so *E. depressus* that have strong morphologically male traits are less likely to be infected. To take advantage of these traits and increase the chances of collecting uninfected hosts, we collected ovigerous females and male *E. depressus* for the susceptible class (uninfected). To minimize the risk of internal infection, we avoided collecting susceptible crabs during the spring when internal infection is more likely. Instead, we collected susceptible crabs from 3 July to 4 September 2014, and we maintained the crabs in filtered seawater in individual jars at ambient temperature and monitored for any evidence of infection. A few males exhibited virgin externa and were excluded, but no formerly ovigerous females ever exhibited externa. The susceptible experiment (experiment B) started on 28 September 2014.

Our objective for this study was to evaluate the effect of temperature on host-parasite survival and parasite reproduction by creating thermal performance curves for the infected, exposed and susceptible host. To achieve this goal, we ran two experiments, A and B. We subjected A) two stages of infected hosts—*E* (exposed, i.e., hosts with non-reproductive parasite stages), and *I* (infectious, i.e., hosts with the reproducitively mature parasite stage) and B) *S*, uninfected hosts, to a range of temperatures that encompass the full range experienced in the field (Fig. 3A). For experiment A, seven coolers (Igloo 45L, 65 x 36 x 26 cm) were set up in a light and temperature controlled room, with ambient air temperature set to 15.5° C and a 12:12 light-cycle (8am to 8pm). We maintained each cooler as a water bath with a pump to keep water temperature consistent and well mixed. To keep crabs isolated but at the same temperature we placed 25 glass jars (30 mL spice jars, 56.6mm diameter, Freund 5023B06-B) within each cooler, on a porous shelf 130mm above the bottom of the cooler (Fig. S3). We kept crabs in 30μm-filtered seawater to ensure no parasite larvae could enter from the outside during the experiment, and thus we could maintain the non-mated state of the exposed infected crabs (individuals with virgin externa), and ensure that all observed parasite reproduction was produced by the experimental crabs. Water was changed every other day from 13 May to 24 June 2014, every four days from 24 June to 12 December 2014 and once a week from 12 December 2014 to 11 March 2015. To maintain the oxygen availability, each jar was fit with an air stone connected to an aerator.
Figure S3. Experimental setup for a single temperature treatment, with 20 jars each containing an *E. depressus*, fit with an airstone connected to an aerator. To maintain a constant temperature for the whole cooler we placed a single pump head next to an aquarium heater.

To calculate a thermal response curve for host-parasite survival and parasite reproduction rates we maintained cooler temperature treatments at targeted 5°C intervals from 5-35°C (Table S1), with one cooler for each temperature. We used chillers (RTE-111 and RTE-140) to cool water for the 5° and 10° C treatments. The 15°C cooler was kept at ambient room temperature which was climate controlled at 15°C. We used a single aquarium heater (Marine land submersible heater, 25W) to heat the 20° and 25°C treatments and two aquarium heaters for the 30° and 35°C treatments. To monitor the temperature treatments, we placed an ibutton into a single jar in each cooler with a temperature measurement every 10 minutes, and took the temperatures once daily with a hydrolab. To keep temperature constant in each jar during water changes we used aquarium heaters to raise filtered seawater to the exact temperature of the water bath before adding it into the crab jars in each treatment. Water changes were conducted one at a time, so that crabs were only outside of their temperature treatments for ~1 minute for each water change. To control for any effect of processing order we randomized the order in which water was changed for each water change.

Table S1. Average temperature and standard deviation for each cooler over the length of the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Infection status</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>SD (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Exposed &amp; Infected</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Exposed &amp; Infected</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Exposed &amp; Infected</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Exposed &amp; Infected</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Exposed &amp; Infected</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Exposed &amp; Infected</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Exposed &amp; Infected</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Susceptible</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Susceptible</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Susceptible</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Susceptible</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Susceptible</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The exposed and infected survival experiment (A; Table S1) ran for 312 days (including 11 days of acclimation). We randomly distributed 19-21 infected crabs into each of the seven temperature treatments, with 13-14 crabs with mature infections (infected) per treatment, and 6-7 crabs with virgin externa (exposed) per temperature. Because size has an effect on parasite reproduction we measured the carapace width and limited the range of included crabs to 7.65-13.8mm carapace width. We verified that crabs of different carapace width had been randomly distributed between the treatments (Fig. S4).

![Figure S4](image_url)

**Figure S4.** The mean and SD of host size (carapace width) for each of the temperature treatments.

The ambient water temperature at the beginning of the experiment was ~20º C and we started all temperature treatments at that temperature. We acclimated the *E. depressus* to their experimental treatments over the following 10 days, adjusting temperatures by 2°C per day until the target temperature was reached. The 2°C temperature change was gradual, as we changed the setting of the water bath and let the bath slowly increase to the new temperature. Water changes were conducted every other day throughout the acclimation period. We only analyzed results starting after the acclimation period, when all crabs had been at experimental temperature for a full day (day 11, 25 May 2014).

For the susceptible *E. depressus* experiment (B; Table S1) we used fewer temperature treatments, but still captured the limits of the thermal curve. An additional five coolers were set up and crabs were acclimated as described above for the exposed and infected experiment, except that ambient water temperature was closer to 25ºC, and acclimation was done from that temperature. At each monitoring point, we checked for crab mortality and any evidence of infection. We did not find evidence of infection for any individual included in the susceptible category. Experiment B ran for 169 days (including 11 days of acclimation time).
For both experiment A and B, we monitored crabs at each water change. At each monitoring, we checked for crab and parasite mortality and parasite larval release. Nauplii and cyprid larval stages are visible to the naked eye, and we tested our detection limit by aliquoting known numbers of nauplii into jars and conducting two blind tests. In these trials, we readily detected nauplii concentrations down to 5 per jar, which is well within the error of our larval quantification and a tiny fraction of the larval concentrations typically produced by a reproductive parasite. In jars where we detected a release, or we were not confident of lack of release, we collected all contents of the jar by pouring out the water through a 30 μm mesh, then refilling the jar and again filtering the water through the mesh. Crabs remained within their jars throughout water changes. We then rinsed the contents on the mesh into a scintillation vial with ~15mL of 90% ethanol and stored for later quantification. If no release was detected, then the water was discarded and replaced. After water changes we fed the E. depressus the equivalent of one brine shrimp per day, placed within the experimental jars.

We quantified the number of larvae released using a gridded sedgewick rafter slide (model# 1801-G20). We homogenized samples by shaking them by hand, collected 1mL of sample and placed it into the counting chamber. We quantified all larvae present (cyprids, nauplii and eggs). We quantified the remaining volume of the sample in a graduated cylinder. Total number of larvae released was calculated by multiplying the number of larvae calculated in 1mL by the total volume of the sample (~15mL).

**iii. Analysis.** To quantify the effect of temperature on survival for each of the treatments we conducted survival analyses across temperature for the susceptible (uninfected), exposed (virgin externa) and infected E. depressus. We evaluated each infection status category individually using Kaplan-Meier survival analysis with the R package survival. This and all subsequent analyses and simulations were conducted using R 3.3.1 (23). We calculated the restricted mean survival time (RMST) at each temperature, which allowed us to estimate the expected weekly survival (i.e., lifespan) across treatments, even if experiments were not run for an equal length (24). We calculated RMST by estimating the area under the curve up to time t*, which we set to 52 weeks, allowing us to evaluate the expected lifespan (in weeks) of individuals in each infection category. Because all hosts in the experiment were at least 7.65mm, these estimates were the survival rates for adult E. depressus, and we assumed that mortality rates were constant across all adult sizes (>6mm carapace width).

Many life history traits of ectotherms, such as survival, and reproduction rates, are expected to be zero at extreme temperatures and attain a maximum at an optimal temperature (25, 26). To evaluate the shape of the effect of temperature (T) on a given host or parasite performance trait, R(T), we fit unimodal functions (Eq. S1-3 below) relating performance (i.e., lifespan and reproduction) to temperature with the R package nls, and used AICc model selection criteria to select the most parsimonious model. Specifically, to evaluate for evidence of no skew around the optimum value, we fit a quadratic function,

\[
R(T) = c(T - T_{min})(T_{max} - T)
\]

where \(T_{min}\) and \(T_{max}\) are the respective minimum and maximum temperatures at which performance is non-zero and \(c\) is a constant. Left-skewed temperature dependence (i.e. with a long left tail) was modeled using a Brière function (27):

\[
R(T) = cT(T - T_{min})(T_{max} - T)^{\frac{1}{m}}
\]
where \( m \) is a shape parameter determining the magnitude of the skew. Since the Brière function describes only left-skewed temperature dependence, we flipped and reversed it to create a modified Brière function that could fit a right-skewed pattern:

\[
R(T) = c(-T + T_{\text{min}} + T_{\text{max}})(T_{\text{max}} - T)(T - T_{\text{min}})^\frac{1}{m}
\]

Eq. S3

Because the package \textit{nls} would not converge with the inclusion of the term 1/m, we ran sequential models for Eq. S2 and S3, varying 1/m, and then selected the model (and 1/m value) that minimized the AICc. We then compared and selected the best performing model between each fit (Eq. S1-3) using AICc, and we calculated \( T_{\text{opt}} \) using the \textit{optimize} function in R.

\textbf{iv. Supplemental results:} At the end of the experiment there was 100\% mortality of infected individuals for five of the temperature treatments (5\(^\circ\), 20\(^\circ\), 25\(^\circ\), 30\(^\circ\) and 35\(^\circ\)C), 57\% mortality at 15\(^\circ\)C, and 34\% mortality at 10\(^\circ\)C (Fig S5). At the end of the experiment there was 100\% mortality for the exposed (virgin externa) individuals at three of the temperatures (25\(^\circ\), 30\(^\circ\) and 35\(^\circ\) C), and a single individual was censored (i.e. removed prior to mortality) in the 5\(^\circ\)C treatment (Fig. S5). There was 50\% mortality in the 20\(^\circ\) C temperature treatment, 75\% mortality in the 15\(^\circ\) C temperature treatment and only 14\% mortality in the 10\(^\circ\)C treatment (Fig. S5). For logistical reasons the susceptible host survival experiment was run for 159 days and there was 100\% mortality in the extreme temperature treatments (5\(^\circ\)and 35\(^\circ\) C), 92\% mortality at 30\(^\circ\)C and only 16\% mortality at 15\(^\circ\)C and no mortality at 20\(^\circ\)C (Fig. S5).

![Figure S5. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis evaluating the effect of temperature on host survival for susceptible hosts (left), exposed hosts (middle) and infected hosts (right). Expected lifespan (used in the model) was evaluated by calculating the area under the curve for survival at each temperature.](image)

Expected lifespan of susceptible hosts responded non-linearly to temperature and the best fitting function was a Brière function (Fig. 1, Table S2, Eq. S2). Expected lifespan of exposed and infected also responded non-linearly to temperature, and the best fitting function was a modified Brière (Fig. 1, Table S2, Eq. S3). Parasite reproduction also varied non-linearly with temperature and was best described by a modified Brière (Fig. 1, Table S2, Eq. S3).
Table S2. For each infection status and response variable, we report the best fit function, the estimated thermal minima ($T_{\text{min}}$), maxima ($T_{\text{max}}$) and thermal optima ($T_{\text{opt}}$) from that function, and the shape parameter ($m$) and scaling constant ($c$) for that function (Eq. S2 and S3). The difference in AICc score ($\Delta\text{AICc}$) reports how much better the best fitting Brière or modified Brière function was over the quadratic model. More negative values suggest an increasingly better fit over the quadratic function. If data fit a Brière function then it did not fit a modified Brière function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infection status</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>$T_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{opt}}$</th>
<th>$1/m$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$\Delta\text{AICc}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susceptible</td>
<td>Survival</td>
<td>Brière</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>34.80</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00069</td>
<td>-8.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposed</td>
<td>Survival</td>
<td>Modified Brière</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>34.44</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.03393</td>
<td>-9.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infected</td>
<td>Survival</td>
<td>Modified Brière</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>32.10</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.04414</td>
<td>-17.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infected</td>
<td>Reproduction</td>
<td>Modified Brière</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>30.75</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.0000003</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Modeling

i. Model development and simplification: We investigated the ecological consequences of the thermal performance offset for host and parasite found in our experiments through a simple compartmental model. We used this model to describe seasonal disease dynamics in an *E. depressus* population within a single oyster reef, with open host recruitment and closed parasite recruitment (28). We modeled the host recruitment to an oyster reef as open, since the best available data suggest that crab larvae spend approximately 40 days in the plankton (8), opening great potential for mixing at the estuarine scale. We modeled parasite recruitment as closed because parasite larval duration is short (2-5 days) and it has been suggested that recruitment is maximized within 0.1 meters of release (29). Individuals within the host assemblage were categorized according to *L. panopaei* infection status, such that $S$ represents the abundance of uninfected, susceptible *E. depressus*, $E$ represents the abundance of *E. depressus* with internal infections, $E_v$ represents the abundance of *E. depressus* with non-reproductive but visible infections (i.e., individuals with a virgin externa), and $I$ represents infectious *E. depressus* (i.e., those with externa producing parasite larvae). Pelagic free-living infective stages of female and male parasite larvae are denoted by $W_f$ and $W_m$ respectively.

In the absence of the parasite, the adult crabs recruit to the local population at a seasonally varying rate $\Delta(t)$ (described in Eq. S16 below), and experience per capita mortality at a rate $\mu_S$. As crabs are not infectious below 6mm carapace width, recruitment here refers to the age class of crabs $>$6mm carapace width. When the parasite is introduced into the system, female parasite larvae colonize susceptible hosts at a rate $C_f$, and the host then becomes infected with probability $\pi_f$. Exposed hosts die at rate $\mu_E$ and move to the unmated virgin externa class at development rate $\tau$. Virgin externa are colonized by male parasite larvae at rate $C_m$ and become
infectious with probability $\pi_m$. Infectious host individuals die at rate $\mu_I$, and release female and male parasite larvae at respective rates $\lambda_f$ and $\lambda_m$. Pelagic larval mortality is considered equal (and high) for both sexes and occurs at rate $\mu_w$. Therefore, parasite transmission can be described by the following system of equations:

$$\frac{dS}{dt} = \Delta - \mu_S S - \pi_f C_f W_f S$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. S4}

$$\frac{dE}{dt} = \pi_f C_f W_f S - \mu_E E - \tau E$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. S5}

$$\frac{dE_v}{dt} = \tau E - \mu_E E_v - \pi_m C_m W_m E_v$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. S6}

$$\frac{dI}{dt} = \pi_m C_m W_m E_v - \mu_I I$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. S7}

$$\frac{dW_f}{dt} = \lambda_f I - \mu_W W_f - C_f W_f S$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. S8, S9}

$$\frac{dW_m}{dt} = \lambda_m I - \mu_W W_m - C_m W_m E_v$$

Female parasite larvae must find a host, evade the host immune system and form an interna, whereas male larvae are left with the relatively simple task of fertilizing an infected host (which is presumably attempting to attract a mate; 30). As such, we assumed that male larvae were not the limiting factor for transmission (i.e., all exposed hosts that develop virgin externa are instantaneously mated and become infectious; $\pi_m C_m W_m E_v \approx \tau E$). Thus, we no longer consider the $E_v$ and $W_m$ classes, and all crabs surviving the latent period are assumed to enter the infectious class. Through this assumption we restrict the temperature limitation on the parasite to the female colonization rate – so that if the temperature is such that female larvae are being produced and colonizing then we assume that temperature will be acceptable for the male larvae colonization and externa development.

Since larval parasite mortality is high relative to host mortality (i.e., $\mu_w >> \mu_s$) and loss due to infection ($\mu_w >> C_f, C_m$), we can make a ‘quasi-equilibrium’ approximation by setting $\frac{dW_f}{dt}$ to zero, yielding:

$$W_f = \frac{\lambda_f I}{\mu_w}$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. S10}

Thus, the transmission rate in Eq. S5 can be written $\beta SI$, where $\beta$ is the product of terms summarizing multiple components of host and parasite biology: the contact rate of parasite larvae with uninfected hosts, infection probability and the number of female larvae produced by one infectious host during the expected lifespan of a larva ($\frac{\lambda_f}{\mu_w}$):
\[ \beta = \frac{\pi f C_f \lambda_f}{\mu_w} \]  

Eq. S11

Under these assumptions, the model simplifies to:

\[ \frac{ds}{dt} = \Delta - \mu_S S - \beta SI \]  
\[ \frac{dE}{dt} = \beta SI - \mu_E E - \tau E \]  
\[ \frac{dI}{dt} = \tau E - \mu_I I \]  

Eq. S12, S13, S14

\textit{ii. Functional dependence in parameters on temperature and season:} To explore how temperature affects host-parasite interactions we allowed several model parameters to vary with temperature, based on functional fits to the thermal performance curves generated from our experiments (Eq. S2-S3. Fig. 1A). Parasites in infectious hosts release larvae approximately once a week (16), so we ran our model at a weekly time step. To account for seasonal variability in temperature we used mean weekly temperatures from 2011-2014 collected by the Georgia Coastal Ecosystem (GCE) Long Term Ecological Research program (32-35; ambient; Fig. 3A). To best approximate the temperature experienced on a submerged oyster reef (the mud crab host’s habitat), data was acquired from GCE station 10, a buoy located on a creek on Sapelo Island, GA at a depth of ~1m (approximately the depth of water found over an oyster reef in Georgia; 22, 31-34). We downloaded mean daily temperature and translated those to mean weekly temperatures averaged across 4 years, from 2011 to 2014. This level of averaging necessarily limits the maximum and minimum temperature experienced. However, the mean is relatively representative of the actual temperature experienced in this system because water temperature was fairly stable, with the daily standard deviation of water temperature between 0 and 1.7°C for all four years (31-34). In addition, we obtained empirical estuarine temperature data ~150km north and south of our study site to allow for direct comparisons to our predictions from our central study site (35).

Model parameters were assumed to be a function of weekly water temperature, \( T(t) \), or within year time \( (t) \). Temperature dependent model parameters \( (\mu_S, \mu_E, \mu_I, \text{and } \beta) \) were updated weekly based on temperature. For each week of the model we updated the mortality rates and parasite reproductive rates by plugging the GCE temperature data into the Brière or modified Brière function for host/parasite response to temperature and updating the model (Fig. S6A).

The mortality rate for each class, \( \mu_j(T) \) \((j=S,E,I)\), is estimated as the inverse of the expected lifespan at each temperature \( T \) generated from the experiments (Fig. 1A). The shape of \( \mu_S \) was described by a Brière function, Eq. S2, while the shape of \( \mu_E \) and \( \mu_I \) were described by a modified Brière function, Eq. S3 (Table S3).

The transmission rate \( \beta \) is assumed to be proportional to the temperature dependent parasite reproduction rate (Fig. 1B) i.e. 

\[ \beta = bP(T) \]  

Eq. S15

where the colonization probability \( b \) is a scaling constant (an agglomerate of the contact rate of female parasite larvae per susceptible host, the probability of successful parasite colonization, larval parasite longevity, and the fraction of female larvae produced; cf Eq. S11) determined by
matching model output to field estimates of seasonal infection prevalence at the study site (see section C.iii below for more details), and \( P(T) \) is the temperature-dependent parasite production rate fitted from experimental data (Eq. S3, Fig. 1B). It is possible that parasite colonization, longevity and infectivity, as well as host immunity, are also temperature-dependent. Because we have no data on these processes we make the simplifying assumption that any temperature dependence in transmission is primarily captured by the temperature dependence in larval parasite production.

Host recruitment rate, \( \Delta \), was set based on the number of \textit{E. depressus} juveniles (<6mm carapace width) found per square meter in a survey conducted in 2010 (3). We accounted for potential seasonality in host recruitment by assuming that the weekly recruitment rate was a constant \((k)\) or zero (Table S3). Thus, \( \Delta = \Delta(t) \) can be described as a step function, with recruitment at within year time \( t \) based on the phenology, \( p \), of the middle of the recruitment period and the duration \((d)\) of host recruitment:

\[
\Delta(t) = \begin{cases} 
    k, & p - \frac{d}{2} < t < p + \frac{d}{2} \\
    0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Eq. S16

While it seems plausible that the development rate from exposed to infectious stage, \( \tau \), could be temperature dependent, there is no evidence to support this relationship either in the literature or from our experiments. Therefore, we determined \( \tau \) by tuning model output to field estimates of infection prevalence at the study site (see section C.iii., below). All model parameters used in the model simulations are summarized in Table S3.

Table S3. Description of model parameters, their dependence on temperature or time of year, and how they were estimated. Temperature dependent parameter estimates were updated weekly based on the best fit thermal performance curve (Eq. S1-3), seasonally dependent variables were regulated by a step function seasonally (Eq. S16), and constant parameters were held constant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Dependence</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>Host recruitment</td>
<td>Seasonal</td>
<td>constant weekly recruitment rate ((k)) estimated from literature (3), timing and duration of recruitment ((d, p)) estimated using field prevalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_s )</td>
<td>Susceptible host mortality</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Experiment (Fig. 1C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_E )</td>
<td>Exposed host mortality</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Experiment (Fig. 1D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_I )</td>
<td>Infected host mortality</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Experiment (Fig. 1E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau )</td>
<td>Parasite development rate (exposed to infected)</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.05; Estimated from field prevalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>Transmission rate</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Assumed proportional to experimentally measured parasite reproduction rate (Fig. 1B); colonization probability ((b)) estimated using field prevalence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure S6. A) Temperatures used to drive seasonality in the host-parasite model, with the mean water temperature from the Georgia Coastal Ecosystem Long Term Ecological Research station 10 averaged weekly from 2011 to 2014 (peach), ambient +1°C (orange), ambient +2°C (red). B) Temperature increased based on historical temperature change in the southeast from 1970-2008 (36), with the ambient+0.89 °C (pink) and seasonally varying increases (purple). Temperature dependent model parameters, including parasite transmission, $\beta$ (C-D), infected host mortality (E-F), exposed host mortality (G-H) and susceptible host mortality (I-J).
iii. Parameter selection and sensitivity analysis: We did not have a priori published or experimental estimates of the timing and duration of host recruitment (p and d respectively), the development rate of the parasite in the host (i.e. from initial colonization of the host to production of parasite larvae, \( \tau \)), and the scaling constant \( b \) that relates experimentally measured parasite production rates to the transmission rate \( \beta \). Therefore, we used field data on seasonal infection prevalence from 2010-2014 to determine the values of these parameters as follows. Each of these parameters was co-variated over a range of biologically plausible values: the timing of peak recruitment was assumed to lie between mid-May and late September (\( p = \text{week 20 - week 38} \)); the duration of recruitment \( d \) from 4-12 weeks; the parasite development rate \( \tau \) from 0.04-0.33 (corresponding to a latent period of 3-25 weeks); and since the transmission constant incorporates multiple biological processes and was unknown to an order of magnitude, \( b \) was varied over a log scale (from \( 10^{-8} \) to \( 10^{-2} \)).

For each combination of the above 4 parameters, the model was run until dynamics settled into an annually repeating pattern (see section C.iv below for more details). For each week for which field prevalence estimates were available, we calculated infection prevalence from the model output, and calculated the sum of the squared difference between field and model prevalence. Parameter combinations were selected that minimized the sum squared difference between field and model prevalence. Since the best-performing parameter combinations resulted in similar sum square values, we report on a restricted range of parameters that gave the best fit for the data: peak recruitment occurred in early September (\( p = 34-36 \)), the duration of recruitment, \( d = 4-6 \) weeks, the development rate \( \tau = 0.04-0.06 \) (latent period of 16-25 weeks), and the parasite colonization probability parameter, \( b = 2-4 \times 10^{-7} \). We chose the model with the lowest sum of squares for the estimates for our tuned model parameters (\( p=34, d=6, \tau=0.04 \) and \( b=4 \times 10^{-7} \)). The performance of the top 50 combinations of these parameters, as well as the chosen parameterization for the climate change scenarios, is shown in Fig. S7.

![Figure S7. Model-predicted infection prevalence (grey lines) over an annual cycle for the 50 best parameter combinations that minimize the sum of squares distance from field infection prevalence data (blue circles). The black line depicts the parameter choice used in the main text to explore the climate change scenarios.](image-url)
To understand how the choice of above parameterization influences the qualitative and quantitative dynamics of the model, we ran extensive sensitivity analyses by independently varying each of the above parameters, and co-varying the duration and timing of recruitment, over an extensive range and plotting the effect on the annual changes in infection prevalence (Fig. S8) and on the maximum, mean and minimum parasite prevalence and total host population size (Fig. S9). Recruitment duration and timing \((p,d)\) influenced the timing, height and shape of the seasonal prevalence peak; however, all models predicted a drop in infection prevalence in the mid to late summer (Fig. S8A and B). Peak prevalence, but not its timing, was sensitive to changes in parasite colonization probability, \(b\) (Fig. S8D). However, with an order of magnitude increase in parasite colonization probability, there are modest changes in the maximum and mean prevalence relative to the baseline scenario, and the qualitative pattern is largely retained (Fig. S8D and Fig. S9B). Varying the parasite development rate \(\tau\) influenced the maximum prevalence within a season, with peak prevalence reaching 100% when the latent period was short (i.e., 3 weeks or less; Fig. S8F). However, the pattern of seasonality in prevalence was robust to a wide range of estimates for the latent period from just under a month (3 weeks) to a little over six months (25 weeks; Fig. S8F).
Figure S8. Sensitivity of modeled seasonal infection prevalence (right column, B,D,F) to respective changes in (A) host recruitment (co-variation of recruitment duration (d; width of lines) and timing (p; midpoint of lines), C) parasite transmissibility (β; with parasite colonization b, varied over a log scale from $10^{-8}$ to $10^{-2}$), and E) parasite development ($\tau$; line width represents corresponding duration of latent period=1/$\tau$). Black represents the parameter values (A, C, and E) and resulting model fit used in the manuscript (B, D, and F).
Figure S9. Maximum (black dots), mean (grey) and minimum (light grey) parasite prevalence (top row) and total host population size (bottom row) in response to changes in host recruitment duration and timing (A and C) and the constant relating parasite production to the parasite colonization probability, b (B and D). In A and C the vertical grey bars delineate variation in the timing of shorter-duration recruitment periods occurring with different seasonal timings of host larval recruitment (phenology, p): early (spring, week 16), mid (summer, week 26) and late (fall, week 36; Fig S8A). The duration of host recruitment, d, was run for a full year of recruitment (52 weeks) and at 20 and 8 weeks for each phenology. In B and D, parasite colonization probability scaled from $10^{-8}$ to $10^{-2}$.

To quantitatively compare the relative sensitivity of model outcomes to parameter ranges, we independently varied the four fitted parameters ($d, p, b$, and $\tau$) around their values parameterized from field prevalence data, and recorded the absolute and % range of each parameter for which peak infection prevalence remained within +/- 20% of its modeled values, and its timing remained within 3 weeks of the modeled peak (i.e. 17-25 weeks). The maximum magnitude and timing of prevalence was relatively robust to alterations in the timing of host recruitment with phenology (p), and parasite reproduction (b; Table S4). Maximum prevalence was relatively sensitive to changes in the duration of recruitment (d) and the parasite development rate within the host ($\tau$, Table S4).
Table S4. Minimum and maximum absolute value (Min/Max value) and % variation (Min/Max % change) from set values in the main manuscript model (Set value) in model parameters that maintain reasonable model predictions of maximum prevalence (26-66%) and timing of maximum prevalence (17-25 weeks). Model parameters evaluated include host recruitment (p= timing of recruitment with phenology and d=duration of recruitment), parasite colonization probability (b), and the parasite development rate within the host (τ).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Set value</th>
<th>Min % change</th>
<th>Min value</th>
<th>Max % change</th>
<th>Max value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-66</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**iv. Model simulations**: Model simulations were run until a seasonally repeated pattern was reached. Patterns were considered annually repeating when the difference in infection prevalence for each week was less than 0.001% between years and the difference in weekly host abundance between years was less than one. Infection prevalence rapidly settled into a repeating within-year pattern, typically within 5 annual cycles (Fig. S10). Infection prevalence increased through the early months of the year, and began to rapidly decrease starting in week 23 (i.e. June; Fig. 2A). The initial decrease in prevalence is a result of a combination of decreasing parasite transmission and increasing infected mortality at warm summer temperatures (Fig. S6C and E). Infection prevalence continues to decline in late summer (August) due to the influx of recruiting susceptible hosts; continued warm water temperatures mean that parasite transmission remains low and infected host mortality is high (Fig. 2A, Fig. S6C and E).

![Graph showing seasonally varying prevalence over years](image)

**Figure S10.** Seasonally varying prevalence over years, demonstrating the seasonally repeating pattern of infection prevalence after 5 annual cycles.
To understand how the presence of the parasite influenced seasonal host population dynamics, we ran a disease-free model in which seasonality was driven by seasonal host recruitment and the experimentally estimated susceptible host mortality rate (Fig. S11). Comparison of host population between the disease-free model and the model with infection reveals that the presence of infection within the model drives down the susceptible host abundance at all points in the year, but particularly in the spring and early summer; however, the timing of maximum and minimum host abundance remains relatively unchanged. Interestingly, the parasite reduced host abundance, even in the absence of direct effects of the parasite on crab recruitment (Fig. S11).

![Figure S11. The total host abundance predicted in the disease-free model (grey) and the total host population (S, E and I) in the model run with infection.](image)

v. Effect of coupling host recruitment with local parasite prevalence

Because the parasite is castrating, it is possible that all reefs within the estuary are experiencing similar temperatures and epidemics, and thus that net host recruitment onto a focal reef could be reduced by parasitism. Accordingly, during the recruitment season we reduced the weekly recruitment rate in proportion to the abundance of exposed and infectious crabs 12 weeks prior (to account for larval and juvenile crab maturation). Thus, the expression for non-zero recruitment in equation (S16) is replaced by

\[
\Delta(t) = k \times \left(1 - \frac{E(t-12)+I(t-12)}{N(t-12)}\right)
\]

Eq. S17

When we modified host recruitment to account for a potential regional effect of castration of the infected hosts, the delay effect in the recruitment term caused the transient dynamics to last longer before prevalence settled into a repeating within-year pattern (approx. 100 years compared to <5 years for constant weekly recruitment). Parasite castration resulted in a reduced maximum host abundance, and consequently a lower peak in infection prevalence (Fig S12A and B). However, the seasonal pattern (i.e. the timing of maximum and minimum infection prevalence and host abundance) remained consistent between the two models (Fig. S12). Reduced prevalence under ambient temperatures meant that parasite extinction was even more likely under warming, namely a 1°C rise in temperature extirpated the parasite in the model (Fig S12C).
In reality, the extent to which castration versus local density dependence or other biotic and abiotic factors (including temperature) limit host recruitment in this system is unknown. However, our simplifying assumption of constant weekly host recruitment within a seasonal window seems to represent a ‘best-case’ scenario for parasite persistence, with any additional forces that reduce host recruitment only more likely to reduce current parasite prevalence (Fig. S9B) or future persistence (Fig. S12C). Therefore, our conclusion of warming induced declines and extinction of the parasite in temperatures corresponding to the southeastern US is robust to different assumptions about host recruitment.

Figure S12. Model results with host recruitment (Δ) modified to account for castration of the host population (Castrated Host Model) compared to the results from the main manuscript model with host recruitment modeled as open (Open Host Recruitment Model). A) The infection prevalence predicted in the castrated host model (black) and the primary model with open host recruitment (grey). B) Total host population (S, E and I combined) in the castrated host model (black) and open host recruitment model (grey). C) Maximum yearly prevalence (%) predicted from model outputs run with weekly water temperature data from 2011-2014, a GCE-LTER mooring, GA for the castrated and open host recruitment models. We ran the model with ambient conditions (peach) and two warming scenarios, ambient +1°C (orange), and ambient +2°C (red). For the castrated host model, parasite prevalence for both ambient +1º and ambient +2º drops to zero, so we offset the +2ºC and +1ºC points for visibility.
vi. Temperature dependence and pathogen invasion potential

A useful summary measure of parasite invasion potential is the basic reproductive number, $R_0$ (37). If all rates in the model (Eq. S12-14) were constant through time, this expression would be

$$R_0 = \frac{\beta S^*}{\mu_I} \left( \frac{\tau}{\tau + \mu_E} \right)$$

where $S^* = \Delta / \mu_b$ is the disease-free equilibrium density.

In our system, the recruitment rate $\Delta$ is assumed to vary seasonally, but not with temperature, and the temperature dependence in the transmission rate $\beta$ is assumed proportional to the temperature-dependent parasite production rate $P$. Therefore, at a constant temperature $T$, the temperature dependent pathogen reproductive number will be proportional to the temperature-sensitive traits estimated from the experiments as follows:

$$R_0(T) \propto \frac{P(T)}{\mu_I(T) \mu_S(T)} \left( \frac{\tau}{\tau + \mu_E(T)} \right)$$

The temperature-dependent $R_0$ (Eq. S19) shows a similar right-skewed response to temperature as the measured experimental parameters (exposed and infected host survival, parasite production, Figs. 1 B,D,E, and S13), with a $T_{min}=9.88$, $T_{opt}=14.69$ and $T_{max}=30.75$. Consistent with our model simulations, this suggests that warming that causes the host and parasite to experience an increased portion of the annual cycle at temperatures above the $T_{opt}$ is likely to reduce infection prevalence. It also suggests that some cold-water sites where the parasite is currently excluded could become suitable for parasite invasion in the future (see section C.vii. below for more details).
Figure S13. Temperature dependence in the thermal performance of $R_0$ (Eq. S19). Note that this is a relative $R_0$ because temperature-independent factors influence the scaling, such as seasonally varying host abundance (see Fig. S14).

Given the seasonal variation in recruitment that causes strong within-year variation in the availability of susceptible hosts, a more informative measure of the relative risk of parasite invasion through the annual cycle is to calculate an effective seasonal reproductive number. To do this we used estimates of thermal performance traits at each weekly mean temperature, $T_w$ in week $w$, multiplied by the host population size in week $w$ in the absence of the pathogen, $S(T_w)$ (calculated by running the disease-free model with seasonally varying recruitment and temperature-dependent susceptible mortality; Fig. S11):

$$R_0(T_w) = \frac{bP(T_w)S(T_w)}{\mu_i(T_w)} \left( \frac{\tau}{\tau + \mu_E(T_w)} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. S20}

Consistent with the model output, calculating the seasonally varying effective reproductive number $R_0$ revealed that pathogen invasion potential peaks in late fall and winter following the fall recruitment pulse, and drops below the threshold value of one in the summer months (Fig. S14). Additionally, all warming scenarios predict an increase in the number of weeks for which the effective reproductive number drops below one.
Figure S14. Seasonal varying effective reproductive number, \( R_0 \), estimated from model parameters at within year date \( d \), and mean water temperature \( T_a \) (Eq. S20). The grey dashed line indicates where \( R_0=1 \), the minimum level needed for a parasite to invade a population. A) \( R_0 \) estimated with mean water temperature from the Georgia Coastal Ecosystem Long Term Ecological Research station 10 averaged weekly from 2011 to 2014 (peach), ambient +1°C (orange), ambient +2°C (red). B) \( R_0 \) estimated with mean water temperature increased based on historical temperature change in the southeast from 1970-2008 (36), with the ambient+0.89 °C (pink) and seasonally varying increases (purple).

vii. Potential for northern parasite range expansion

Our modeling results predict general declines in prevalence and a range contraction of the parasite in the southern part of the host and parasite range. Since the timing and duration of host recruitment may be quite different in the northern part of the host range, accurate predictions of infection dynamics would require re-estimation of host recruitment parameters based on seasonal host abundance in this region. Nonetheless, we can estimate whether temperate change at more northerly latitudes will be more or less conducive to parasite transmission by focusing on temperature-induced changes to host survival by infection status, and parasite production, using Eq. S19 for thermal dependence in \( R_0 \). To do this, we evaluated the number of weeks in the year for which local weekly mean temperatures are likely conducive to parasite transmission potential. We included temperature values associated with \( R_0 \) values that were above the 25\(^{th} \) quantile of all temperature dependent \( R_0 \) values (9.91-25.56°C; Fig. S15) at each of 7 locations spanning the host’s Atlantic coast range. We used mean weekly temperatures from National Estuarine Research Reserve creek monitoring locations averaged across 2011-2014 (Table S5; 35). If a given week within a year was missing data, then we averaged across the available number of years. The furthest north creek site (RI) had missing data in January, February and
early March for all years, because ice in the creek inhibited monitoring (38). We filled in the missing weeks with data from a nearby wharf monitoring system where access was not inhibited by ice (NERR station code: nartbwq). We then calculated the change in the number of weeks with temperatures conducive to parasite transmission under ambient, +1º, and +2ºC temperature conditions for all sites.

Figure S15. Temperature dependent R₀ (Fig. S13) with the dashed lines indicating the 25th, 50th and 75th quantile. The temperatures associated with the 25th quantile of R₀ (9.91 - 25.56ºC) were used to delineate temperatures likely conducive for parasite transmission.

Table S5. The state, location and National Estuarine Research Reserve stations label whose temperature data were used to calculate the ambient weekly mean temperature (2011-2014; 35).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>State abbreviation</th>
<th>NERR Station Code</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>RI</td>
<td>narncwq</td>
<td>41.62485</td>
<td>71.324283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>jacb6wq</td>
<td>39.5079</td>
<td>74.3385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>cbvtcwq</td>
<td>37.414986</td>
<td>76.71442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>nocrcwq</td>
<td>34.156</td>
<td>77.8499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>acefcwq</td>
<td>32.6358</td>
<td>80.3655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>gtmpcwq</td>
<td>29.667071</td>
<td>81.257403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consistent with our model simulations, we found that there was a decrease in the number of weeks with temperatures conducive to transmission at sites in Florida, Georgia and South Carolina, with the greatest decrease at the southernmost location (Fig. S16). Interestingly, we also found that there was a decrease in the number of weeks with temperatures conducive to parasite transmission in Rhode Island, north of the parasite’s current published northern limit (Fig. S16). At this furthest north site the 2ºC increase in winter temperatures only slightly increased the number of weeks with temperature conducive to parasite transmission, while the increased summer temperatures lead to a greater decrease in the number of weeks with
conducive temperatures (Fig. S17). We found that for three sites within the middle of the parasite’s current range (North Carolina, Virginia and New Jersey; Fig. S16), the number of weeks with temperature conducive to parasite transmission will increase under 1° and 2°C warming. Together, this suggests that under warming we could expect the parasite’s range to contract in the south, with no northward expansion, but with the potential for local increases in transmission in the northern portion of the parasite’s current range. It should be cautioned that these projections assume no local adaptation of thermal tolerance along this gradient, and assumes even temperature change throughout the season. Thus, this analysis highlights areas where further work measuring host and parasite thermal performance could be particularly beneficial for predicting changes in infection prevalence and range shifts for *L. panopaei.*

Figure S16. The change in number of weeks conducive to parasite transmission, i.e. weeks whose mean temperatures are in the range for which $R_0$ values were above the 25th quantile of all temperature dependent $R_0$ values (Fig. S15; 9.91 - 25.56°C), under ambient +1°C and ambient +2°C warming, at 7 locations spanning the host’s latitudinal range along the Atlantic coast (black dots on map; Table S5). Sites with a negative change (left of the peach dashed line) are predicted to have a decrease in transmission and those with a positive change could experience increased transmission. The recorded northern and southern limit on the east coast of the United States of the host (black lines) and parasite (grey lines) are indicated on the map (12, 39, 40). It should be noted that the native range of *L. panopaei* is in the Gulf of Mexico and is not considered in this analysis.
Figure S17. The number of weeks with temperatures conducive to parasite transmission under ambient (peach) and ambient +2°C (red) temperatures at seven sites along the Atlantic coast (Table S5).
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